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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

CHANGING ALLIGATORS…
In the Trump Alligator Farm
1/26/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
The American Resistance Party received the following Jan 25, 2017 LAROUCHE PAC
MOBILIZATIOIN DATE. We are not affiliated with the Larouche organization, but we
do agree with some of the items in this post:
Gerald Pechenuk writes the following:
Keep George Soros’s Man “Steven Mnuchin” from Trump Treasury!
URGENT LAROUCHE PAC MOBILIZATION UPDATE
HERE ARE THE FACTS THE MEDIA WON'T REPORT
Contact: Gerald Pechenuk at cities12345678@gmail.com with comments
Jan. 25: George Soros, a long-time agent of British influence, megaspeculator and nationwrecker, is the self-avowed leading financial force in the drive to ruin or even bring down the
Donald Trump presidency. He was also a leading, if not the primary sponsor of Barack
Obama to the presidency. It is a deadly error that a years-long employee, partner, and coinvestor with Soros, Steven Mnuchin, may be about to become President Trump's Treasury
Secretary!
Soros -- who has already backed a mass march to Washington against Trump and is backing
a completely meritless "constitutional" lawsuit to try to impeach him, has employed or worked
with Treasury Secretary-Designate Steven Mnuchin in financial speculations for nearly 15
years.
Soros said at Davos, "I personally am convinced he [Trump] is going to fail... I want him to
fail."
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A Mnuchin confirmation threatens to destroy President Trump's promise to rebuild the U.S.
economy.
Donald Trump's administration won the support of the American people with campaign
promises to modernize America's infrastructure, and build high speed rail, modern ports, and
technologically advanced manufacturing. This implies that America would again have a space
program, like China and Russia, which would increase the productivity of the U.S. economy
just as JFK's "Moonshot" did in 1969. The United States and the world need
thermonuclear fusion power -- the energy that powers the sun, and emits simple H2O as its
by-product, to propel planetary exploration.
Steven Mnuchin at Treasury will not let this happen; he opposes restoring the Glass-Steagall
Act which Trump promised "in order to get credit flowing to small businesses again;" he
invests with the speculator Soros, who brings down governments financially and by funding
"color revolutions."
Mnuchin has been joined in politics and finances with George Soros since at least 2002. After
12 years at Goldman Sachs -- think of pro-Wall Street Secretaries like Robert Rubin, Lloyd
Blankfein, Jamie Dimon -- Mnuchin was recruited by George Soros to run the Soros-backed
SFM Capital, which was created to buy "risky assets." Mnuchin also worked for Soros Fund
Managment.
Backed by Soros; he founded Dune Capital Management with former Goldman colleagues.
Nathan Vardi wrote in {Forbes} July 22, 2014, "A gang made up of some of Wall Street's
biggest names and Goldman Sachs partner Steve Mnuchin, who served as its CEO, is set to
realize a big score from the sale of One West Bank to CIT group for $3.4 billion." This "gang"
of hedge funds was Soros Capital Management and six other funds, who bought IndyMac
and made Mnuchin CEO of the renamed One West.
"In 2009," Vardi continued, "the buyout group bought the assets of the former Indy Mac from
the FDIC, which had seized its assets. The group paid $1.55 billion for the bank in the teeth
of the financial crisis," Vardi wrote. Indy MAC was the second biggest bank failure of the
financial crisis, and the taxpayer-funded FDIC agreed to share the losses on a portfolio of
loans.
Mnuchin's group bought Indy Mac Bank, which foreclosed on ten of thousands of
homeowners, for 1.55 billions; changed its name to One West Bank, and sold it to the CIT
group for $3.4 billion in July 2014. Soros Management had partnered with six other hedge
funds to acquire Indy Mac."
The Soros-Mnuchin connection was so durable that one financial website, ZeroHedge, wrote
on Nov. 11, just after Donald Trump's election, that "Soros Fund Management employee
Steven Mnuchin" was being groomed for something bigger in the Trump Administration.
The 2008 mortgage and general financial crisis could never have happened if the 1933 GlassSteagall Act had not been repealed by agents of Wall Street speculators. There would have
been no bailout for speculators.
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In his campaign, President Trump and the Republican Party Platform supported GlassSteagall's reenactment. But when the Senate Finance Committee held a hearing on Mnuchin's
confirmation, Mnuchin told Sen. Maria Cantwell (D-WA) that he did not and would not support
the reenactment of the 1933 Glass-Steagall law. There is no other Glass-Steagall to support,
though Mnuchin tried to invent one.
George Soros thinks and hopes President Donald Trump will fail. In a video interview from the
World Economic Forum at Davos on Jan. 19, 2017, Soros told Bloomberg's Francine Laqua, "I
personally am convinced he [Trump] is going to fail; not because of people like me, who would
like him to fail, but because the ideas that guide him are inherently self-contradictory. The
contradictions are already embodied in his advisors ... and, by his Cabinet. Therefore, you'll
have the various establishments fighting with each other, and cause a very unpredictable
outcome... unpredictable is the enemy of long-term."
More than just Soros, London wants to get control of the Trump Presidency, turn it back to
Obama's war confrontations against Russia AND China, and to "globalization." Soros' man is
London's and Wall Street's man. He must be kept out of the Treasury.
Like And Share!!
Contact: Gerald Pechenuk at 323-210-9483 or cities12345678@gmail.com
The American Resistance Party demands that Donald Trump (we cannot call him
President since his predecessor was an illegal alien, a citizen of Indonesia, and former
citizen (and born) in Kenya) uphold his promise to “DRAIN THE SWAMP!”
However, Trump seems to refuse to honor his campaign promise, but instead wants
to ignore the current alligators/bottom feeders that lurk in DC: Hillary Clinton,
James Comey, Barack Obama, John Kerry, Nancy Pelosi, etc, etc, etc.
And, instead, Trump is hiring a whole new crew of New-World-Order-Swamp critters
(aka alligators/bottom feeders) (He is merely changing alligators in the Trump
swamp!) (Alligator farm = CFR, Bilderberg, Trilateral Commission, etc). They include:
CFR Elaine Chao (Transportation Sec) (Mitch McConnell's wife); Bilderberg Rex W
Tillerson (Sec of State), Wilbur Ross (Sec of Commerce) (former senior managing
director at Rothschild, Inc.); Rick Perry (Energy Secretary) (Bilderberg favorite)…
So, Trump appoints Steven Mnuchin as Treasury secretary. He doesn’t care that
Mnuchin is the son of a Goldman Sachs alligator. He joined his father’s firm after
graduating from Yale University... From 2003 to 2004, Mnuchin worked as chief
executive of SFM Capital Management, which the Wall Street Journal reports is
backed by Soros. He also worked for Soros Fund Management LLC, according to
Bloomberg…" How is this “draining the swamp?”
Trump’s swamp is merely being filled with a new “congregation of alligators”. Trump
duped his supporters! It’s clear that ALL he is doing… is changing alligators!
###
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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